
EXCITINGLY 

DIFFERENT

… where function  
meets design

ganymed.eu



Width of armcuff 9 cm

The GANYMED® walking aid from Ossenberg Group is not 

only a real eye-catcher, it also impresses with medical and 

technical benefits. Awarded for its unique look, it combines 
design and functionality in perfection. Having the lower tu-

bes in front of the handle ensures an ergonomically correct 

gait and an upright posture. Its upper part, ideally adapted 
to the upper arm in angle and shape, offers ideal weight 
distribution and has a beneficial effect on the joints. The 
180° rotatable rubber sole with its two grades of hardness 

and slightly asymmetrical shape enables an easy rolling in 

and out of movement and gently cushions your step.  

The exceptionality of this crutch is not only due to the uni-

que concept and outstanding design, for which the product 
designer Karen Ostertag has already received numerous 
design prizes and awards. It is also constructed in such a 
way that the crutch is perfectly balanced, can be hung up 

anywhere and is therefore always ready to hand. Handle ty-

pes and colour options can be combined individually. Make 
your choice and let the walking aid shine at your side in 

discreet textured grey or elegant textured black.

1 model, 6 options (combination of handle and colour variant)
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Handle length 10 cm

MORE QUALITY FOR AN ACTIVE 

AND MOBILE LIFE!

Tube positioned in front of the handle  180° (toolless) rotatable ferrules with two 
different grades of hardness  120 kg maximum body weight 1200g net weight 
per pair  Rounded, slightly asymmetrical ferrules for  smooth rolling in and out of 

motion  Oval tube for ideal weight distribution with a low self-weight Perfect 

load spreading on the upper part  Three different soft-grip variants for a comfort-
able feeling when used

Three different handle variants
2 colour variants

Structure grey I Structure black

Ergonomic  

soft grip

Anatomical  
soft grip

Anatomical soft grip 
made from cork



I have been using Ganymed crutches for 
the past 3 years exclusively. The unusual 
design always catches the eyes and I am 

approached by doctors as well as  

passers-by on the street.

J. Wulff
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perfect style.

Ossenberg GmbH 

Kanalstr. 79, 48432 Rheine, Phone +49 5971-980460

Subject to technical changes and printing errors. Color differences compared to the original colors are possible.

Ganymed is a brand of Ossenberg GmbH.
The Ganymed products are distributed via the Ossenberg GmbH.


